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Financial Services and Agriculture
Agriculture is a critical sector for the expansion of FinTech:
• Credit plays a central role in enabling ag production
• But how to target credit? Land as collateral is tricky, and many farmers
lack formal credit histories.

• Intertwined problems of credit and risk
• Who should bear weather risk in ag systems? Ag credit needs to combine
maintenance of incentives with forgiveness in face of unavoidable default

• Agricultural trade involves many issues of trust and verification.
• Contracting, quality verification, medium of exchange

Overview
• The role of FinTech in Agricultural Credit
• The Asian context
• Credit & Savings
• Risk & Insurance
• FinTech innovations
• Policy conclusions

Two ways of thinking about FinTech and Ag:
1. Agriculture as a productive macroeconomic sector.
Adding value in export-based agriculture critical; technology needed to:
•

Allow for point-of-origin tracing, quality recognition, certification.

•

Enhance contracting abilities throughout supply chain

•

Permit collateralized credit to flow to processors intermediaries, exporters

2. Agriculture as the sector in which most poor people work.
Inclusion, expansion of access critical; technology needed to:
•

Extend the reach & effectiveness of extension and outreach systems

•

Increase access to financial services

•

Shift risk off of smallholder producers to allow them to invest in productivity

Large secular declines in importance of Ag
Fraction of value
added from
agriculture in
large ADB
countries has
fallen from 21%
in 2000 to 12.7%
in 2016 (WDI).

But most poverty reduction comes in rural areas
GDP growth in
agriculture
generates income
growth for
bottom 40% that
is 3 times as large
as growth in
other sectors
(de Janvry &
Sadoulet 2009).

Credit in Agriculture
Credit in agriculture fundamentally problematic:
• Investment cycles require long lags between loan disbursement
and repayment.
• Large correlated risks due to weather.
• Returns on ag investment may be low if infrastructure, markets
shallow, so demand is low.
• Core question: how to work with small-scale producers, how to
handle risk & collateral, preserve incentives even in face of
occasional mass default events.

The value proposition for FinTech in Ag:
Looking for win-win opportunities:
• How to find areas where investment can achieve two ends:
• increase overall returns in the economy.
• Increase inclusivity of growth.
• FinTech provides potential to leapfrog legacy systems, allow
marginalized individuals to participate in modern economy.

• Accelerate growth by relaxing credit constraints where returns
are high on the margin.
• Achieve welfare gains by providing novel forms of financial
inclusion.

Financial Services in a global context
• Majority of
unbanked
individuals
have mobile
phones.
• Enormous
markets in Asia

Financial Services in a global context
• Many
agricultural
payments still
made in cash
• Intersection of
mobile
penetration,
cash in ag
present huge
opportunity for
FinTech.

FinTech Infrastructure in Asia
Access to
credit not
exceptional,
but good
access to
savings
accounts
and digital
payment
systems.

FinTech Infrastructure in Asia
Access to
mobile
phones
rising
quickly in
Asia:

FinTech Infrastructure in Asia
With
correspondingly
rapid growth in
agricultural
productivity in
most of Asia.

Microcredit and Agriculture
Typical story globally is that microcredit not for agriculture
• Products intentionally designed to prohibit their use in long-cycle
ag (short loan cycles, repayment begins immediately, etc.)
However, story in Asia has been more complex.
• Thailand’s Village Fund borrowers not only poor but disproportionately
agricultural (Boonperm et al. 2013).
Several major Asian MFIs have explicitly built products for ag.

•
• Public-sector banks have been more willing to use microcreditstyle loans for ag.
• BAAC loans to non-ag hhs capped at 20% (Terada & Vandenberg, 2014)
• Strong shift into supermarkets, high-value ag exports, means that
value added in ag sector is substantial hence good investment.

Credit Bureaus
FinTech critical to decrease asymmetric info in credit markets:
• Credit bureaus:
• Critical infrastructure for combatting strategic default, over-indebtedness

•
•
•

(McIntosh & Wydick 2006).
Most important application may be to increase access to uncollateralized
lending; less useful directly for ag but important for household financial
diversification.
Novel efforts to use interlinked information such as cell phone CDR for
scoring (Bjorkegren & Grissen 2017)
However, strategic incentives of banks may be more important obstacles
than the technology (Padilla & Pagano 1997), so critical role for
government policy?

Huge heterogeneity in bureau coverage
Universal
coverage in
Australia, Hong
Kong, Japan, NZ.
Eight large ADB
countries have
no bureau
coverage at all in
2017.

Asset Registries
• Much ag investment is in equipment that could be self-collateralizing, but
•

how to verify liens?
Use of assets as collateral leads to strong increases in demand (Jack et al.
2016)

Warehouse Receipt Systems:
• Specific form of asset registry in which harvests stored in warehouses can
•
•

•
•

be used as collateral on loans
Useful when shallow markets (large price increases after harvest season)
combine with poverty (farmers too illiquid to store).
Present possibility for win-win; better prices to farmers plus better
intertemporal arbitrage to consumers (Burke et al. 2017)
Some successes (Yes Bank/India, Quedancor/Philippines (Miller 2008)
But hard to make work. Lack of storage capacity, illiquid warehouse
operators, substantial price risk to intermediaries (Miranda et al. 2017).

Much lower coverage of asset registries
Only China
comes close to
universal
coverage.
20 large ADB
countries have
no registry
coverage at all in
2017.

FinTech and microsavings
If interest works against borrowers and for savers, shouldn’t we be
solving liquidity problems with savings?
• Strong track record for FinTech improving savings products:
• Mobile savings products bring down costs on margin relative to
banks.
• Real-time balance checking enhances credibility where trust is low.
• Much FinTech has ‘commitment-lite’ feature: lowers costs of
deposits much more than costs of withdrawals.
Success in explicitly linking savings products to ag is more limited:
• Malawi, Mozambique studies show some promise in ‘labelled
savings’ for ag input investment..

Risk
Risk plays a dominant role in agricultural investment, credit markets
• Village economies tend to be poorly diversified, households respond
more strongly to correlated risks (Samphantharak & Townsend 2018).
• Farmers want indemnity insurance, but
a) serious MH and AS problems in ag,
b) large fixed costs so impossible for smallholders.
• These two arguments suggest that attempting to insure weather may
be the path forward.

Index insurance
The best idea that hasn’t worked in the past decade of FinTech:
• Strong theoretical justification, but extremely weak demand.

Source: JPAL Bulletin “Make it Rain”

Insurance conclusions
However, risk is still a critical feature of ag production, so:
• Focus on moving risk protection to the ‘meso’ level:
• Insure agricultural lenders or state/national governments who are the current
holders of agricultural risk (CADENA, India’s NAIS).

• Use FinTech to improve the quality of indexes and thereby decrease
basis risk; “catastrophe bonds” (Ralph 2017).
• NDVI, remote weather stations, precision measurement of yields.
• Use seed technology to protect the agricultural system from risk
rather than subsidizing risk (Mobarak & Rosenzweig 2013)
• Role of poorest of poor: agricultural laborers
• Recognize that in developed world agricultural insurance is usually
state provided, heavily subsidized.

Mobile payments
Mobile money a critical piece of backbone infrastructure.
• Progressive: the only way to integrate smallholder farmers into
modern payment, contracting structures.
• Mobile money enhances the flow of informal credit and risk sharing
for rural people even in absence of other FIs (Jack & Suri 2014).
• Mobile payment infrastructure allows developing countries to leapfrog
legacy commercial platforms:
• In China mobile payments make up 74% of all online payments (Chen 2017).
• China’s Alipay and TenPay have 90% of online market, have been central to
ability of Alibaba to work with small producers

National & biometric ID systems
Critical linkage between identification technology and FinTech.
• Difficult to establish credit bureaus in absence of national ID systems.
• SIM cards in mobile devices emerging as de facto form of financial
identity, but . . .
• Like mobile marketplaces, never accept a worse reputation than no reputation.
• Biometric ID (fingerprinting, facial recognition) as a way of
sidestepping national ID systems in countries where they are weak
(Giné et al. 2012).
• Evidence of large benefits of biometric ID in national transfer
programs (Muralidharan et al. 2016), large enough to lead to a 6%
increase in private sector wages.

Uses of the Blockchain for Agriculture

Lots of hype, so where’s the real promise?
1. Cryptocurrency as a medium of exchange?
• Prone to tax evasion, additional financial risk from currency fluctuation.
2. Distributed ledgers for asset registries?
• Ideal use of technology, most collateralizable assets already have IDs.
• Lowers costs, barriers to entry, enables asset collateralization for smallholders?
3. Blockchain in ag supply chains?
• In theory allow secure verification of origin, certification, quality in loosely
•

•

organized supply chains. Rapid discovery of food safety problems.
Pilots of the idea underway by Alibaba/PWC in China/Australia/NZ,
IBM/Walmart in US, Provenance in Indonesia.
Issues: how to reliably track shipments in LDC ag? Without reliable
packaging/RFID, databasing technology may not be operative obstacle.

Conclusions

1. Assisting the Agricultural Transformation

FinTech policies to support high-value, export-based agriculture:
• Creation of asset registries that permit large-scale collateralized lending.
• Government & FI use of reinsurance markets, catastrophe bonds for tail

risks (‘risk layering’), permit private sector todeepen exposure to agriculture.
• ‘Value chain financing’; systematic investments create integrated supply
chains feeding high-value urban supermarkets and export markets.
• Establishment and financing of certification entities (phyto-sanitary, organic,
fair trade, etc.) to permit value added in agriculture.
• Contracting innovations to work to push the quality/price gradient that exists
in international markets all the way down to original producers; organized
intermediaries who can quality segregate throughout the supply chain.

Conclusions

2. Climbing the value chain in agriculture

FinTech policies to support inclusion in the agriculture sector:
• Moving agricultural payments systems, banks, G2P payments, and
•
•
•

•
•

input/output suppliers to function on a mobile money backbone.
Building credit bureau infrastructure that permits better targeting and
performance of uncollateralized credit markets. Focus on ‘ladder of credit’
between microfinance & banks, reputation as enabler of economic mobility.
ICT-driven agricultural extension services to allow smallholder farmers to
improve quality, improve profits, feed into higher-value supply chains.
ICT-driven trading platforms to give smallholders access to price
information, deeper markets.
Land titling, land registries to permit farmers to collateralize land into credit.
Ensure that risk protection measures extend all the way to smallholders.

Conclusions

3. Investing in the enabling environment

Cross-cutting investments that can scale across countries:
• Regional regulatory harmonization to permit efficient international trade:
• Mobile money and digital payment systems to enhance financial exchange
• Harmonization of certification requirements for quality, organic, safety
• Regional approach to risk management.
• Pool over as large an area as possible without paying loading costs of reinsurance
• Combine publicly administered risk pools with index-style triggers?.
• Centralized investments in technology backbone for agriculture:
• Technology to create robust national ID systems, and convert them to biometric

•

identification if necessary.
Blockchain-based supply chain architecture. Having been developed in one context this
may prove to be highly scalable across countries.
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